EMERGENCY MEDICINE
SEMINAR – WEBINAR - ONSITE - ONLINE.
24th OCTOBER 2022 - HOUR 05.00 – 08.00 p.m.
ALMO COLLOGIO BORROMEO
“GERIATRIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE: SPECIALIZED POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS, NEEDS, AND MANAGEMENT”

MEETING WITH:

• PROF ALEXANDRA (LEXIE) ASROW, M.D.
  EMERGENCY MEDICINE DEPARTMENT, NORTHSHORE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM-METRO, CHICAGO, EVANSTON-IL, USA – ACEP AMBASSADOR FOR ITALY

• PROF JENNIFER (JENNY) KOEHL, PHARMD, BCPS
  CLINICAL PHARMACIST, EMERGENCY MEDICINE DEPARTMENT, MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, BOSTON, USA

We will discuss about the nuances of the modified approach to take with seniors, and lead into the discussion of polypharmacy, geriatric syndromes and problems among geriatric patients in the E.D.

ZOOM CONNEXION:
HTTPS://US02WEB.ZOOM.US/J/84379349323?PWD=VKL1RMZYWU9WSHFJHZSEVOXSDLQ0T09
ID RIUNIONE: 843 7934 9323 - PASSCODE: 772890

SEMINARIO – WEBINAR CON ACCESSO TELAMATICO DIRETTO VIA FACEBOOK, YOUTUBE, CANALE 86 DEL DIGITALE TERRESTRE AI SEGUENTI INDIRIZZI:
www.medical excellencev.it - www.medexv.it – pagina FACEBOOK: MEDICAL EXCELLENCEV

COORDINAMENTO SCIENTIFICO:
• PROF SIMONA COLLINA – DEPARTMENT OF DRUG SCIENCE – UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA
• PROF GIOVANNI RICEVUTI – UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA - ITALY – giovanni.ricevuti@unipv.it
• PROF CARLO SELMI – HUMANITAS RESEARCH UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL – ROZZANO - ITALY
• PROF ANTONIO VOZA – HUMANITAS RESEARCH UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL – ROZZANO - SIMEU
• PROF CIRO ESPPOSITO – SCHOOL OF MEDICINE – UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA - ITALY PAVIA
• PROF GIACARLO AGNELLI – SCHOOL OF MEDICINE – UNIVERSITY OF PERUGIA – ICS MAUGERI - ITALY
• PROF CIRO ESPPOSITO – DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE – HARVEY SCHOOL – UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA
• PROF GABRILE SAVIOLI – E.D. IRCCS SAN MATTEO – PAVIA – SIMEU
• PROF ANTONIO PISANI – DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES – UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA
• PROF CORRADO GIUA – PRESIDENT OF ITALIAN SOCIETY OF CLINICAL PHARMACY– SIFAC
• PROF NICOLA REALDON – SCHOOL OF PHARMACY - UNIVERSITY OF PADUA – ITALY